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in the next section, we further explore the usage of ioncram in iontorrent machines for wes. our aim is to evaluate whether or not the base calling and aligning steps will be the bottlenecks for the use of ioncram instead of already optimized tools. therefore, we
performed several tests using s2 and s3 pipeline in iontorrent machines in the same way as described above for the tests on g1000. figure 5 shows the size of the compressed file as well as the number of compressed files (in fact, the number of gb) in s2 and s3 for
ioncram and the command line base calling and aligning program (e.g. freebayes and bwa). s2 and s3 runs these steps sequentially whereas the command line version runs on multiple cores in parallel. in this test, we used cores=24 in the command line version of

freebayes and optpercentage=12 in the bwa (the default value is optpercentage=80 by default). s2 and s3 use the same settings as our tests on g1000. in short, s2 stores all samples in a single file, whereas s3 stores each sample as a separate file. the results show
that the size of the compressed file is comparable for both approaches. as the device sequencing continues to accelerate, it has become a major concern to more efficiently process the huge amounts of data, reliably call variants, and understand the underlying

sequencing errors. here, the authors introduce a new next-generation sequencing (ngs) toolbox, ph-hmm, which efficiently compresses bam files for downstream processing. we compare the running time and compression ratio of ph-hmm to more commonly-used
tools (fastp and bcftools) and find that ph-hmm significantly improves running time and compression ratio.
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the raw data browser can be easily and efficiently used to manage the sequencing runs of a project. moreover, the data for each sequencing run can be extracted from a single raw data file, which is much faster and more efficient compared to generating and
parsing multiple raw data files. the raw data can be viewed and manipulated directly from the raw data browser. the flow signal data for each sequencing run is easily accessible from the raw data browser. the raw flow signal data in the sam/bam format is also in an

interactive manner and requires no download. the flow signal data in bam format is directly mapped to the sequence of the sequencing read and can be visualized in an interactive fashion. the raw data can also be used to reconstruct the raw sequencing data. in
this paper, we present a program that facilitates the handling of the raw sequencing data and the generation of the cram format. from the results, we draw the following conclusions: the new base calling software of the machine system offers an improved bam file

compression of up to 57% compared to the prior art. and this improvement is consistent over all samples of the run. in other words, the compression achieved by each sample is consistent in the different runs. this is the results of using up to 4 separate base calling
tools in different sequencing runs and combining the results to form a consensus base call. the system delivers a high degree of consistency between the results from different runs and of the different base calling tools. another fact is that the new base calling

software ensures the physical signals (either images or electrical signals) are consistent at the same position for each read. the out-of-box software for generating the bam file has a base call position inconsistency problem. the new base calling software makes it
possible to improve the compression of a bam file significantly. the experimental results demonstrate that the ion torrent system delivers an improved bam file compression over the prior art. 5ec8ef588b
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